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Mission &
Vision

Mission

Vision

Rematic Finance has been established to bring
fairness to all investors by generating multiple
streams of income and portfolio growth while
helping develop a healthy, disciplined, and
focused investor mindset.

In the coming months and years we aim to
bridge traditional finance and cryptocurrency
markets into a synergy for corporate, business,
and retail investors to take advantage of the
growing opportunities in the defi space.

Introducing
Our Token
$RFTX
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$RFTX will serve as the primary token for the
Rematic Finance Services Platform. Services will
include staking (single asset and lending for yield),
collaterlized borrowing, 401k, and pension funds.
Earnings will be generated through our diversified
and proprietary risk adjusted farming portfolio.

$RFTX

To bridge real world finance and cryptocurrency,
$RFXT will allow collateralization with tangible
goods and property along with crypto assets.
$RFTX is itself a tokenomics based reflection token.
Reflections will be in $BUSD with options to opt
into a long-term savings protocol that generates a
truly tailored passive income stream.
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Tokenomics
& Reflections

$RFTX will
attract a 12.5%
tax on all buys
and sells
distributed as
follows:

Sent directly to the burn address

0.75%

Sent directly to the staking wallet

0.75%

Paid to holders in $BUSD

5.00%

Legal and regulatory compliance

2.00%

Operational costs

2.00%

Added to the liquidity pool to create a stable price floor

1.50%

Pension fund

0.25%

401k match

0.25%

Pre-liquidation

Tokenomics

Reflections

5%

A total of 5% of every buy and sell will directly contribute to the earnings of
$RFTX holders. Holders will have the unique ability to use their reflections to
opt into a crypto backed proprietary 401k savings system. This long term
savings system will grow over time into an income stream. The 401k system is
entirely opt in, allowing holders to bypass and collect the full $BUSD amount if
they choose.
Holders will have the option to choose their contribution amount which is
then removed from their recieved reflections and held in the 401k wallet.
Rematic Finance will then match 1% for each 5% of holder contribution up to
a maximum of 3% match.
Holder reflections will attract a weekly payout, paid directly to the holder’s
wallet. This payout incentivizes small to medium holders, assessed every week
in line with holder statistics and calculated by our unique partition system.*

The Services
We Will Offer
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Single Asset Staking

Yield Staking

The Rematic Finance Services
platform will offer single asset
staking of $RFTX tokens. Featuring
weekly, monthly, quaterly and
yearly lock up periods. These
staking pools will passively earn
you more $RFTX tokens. We
intend to also host staking for
$RMTX.

Yield staking will be added to the
services plaform according to
the road map. Rematic Finance
will receive your staked funds
and in return, grant you a yield
on the earnings from the
diversified and proprietary risk
adjusted farming portfolio.

Pension

Collateralized Borrowing

The pension fund will be
backed by our treasury,
creating a stable and safe
growth vehicle for all pension
fund contributions. Real world
corporate and business
opportunities will exist for
joining the Rematic Finance
pension fund.

In addition to lending your capital to
earn yield, access through a unique
lending protocol will be provided to
borrow against certain assets. NFT’s,
rare in-game items, virtual goods,
virtual properties, along with tangible
assets and physical property.

At Rematic Finance we are always looking for new
ways to bring innovation to our investors, to take
advantage of emerging and rewarding
technologies.
In the latter part of Q4 we will be introducing
details of a first of its kind cryptocurrency mutual
fund token.

Mutual Fund
Token
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Operating
Plan

Road Map

Q2

Q3

Q4

Creation of RFTX smart contract

Staking launched

Mutual fund structure finalized

White paper finalized

Yielding launched

Collateralized borrowing structure finalized

Webpage construction and launch

Pension fund structure finalized

Launch of collateralized borrowing system

Audit completion

Launch of pension fund

Mutual fund token details released

Presale and launch

Global regulation, and legal compliance
framework for wider implementation

First stages of acquiring real world HQ

Staking and yield farming finalized

Outreach to real world businesses to build
pension fund participation

New services to be disclosed

Core Team
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Andreas Georgiou CEO

Adam Gillies CSO

TBD

Andreas has spent 26 years
trading and investing. His
expertise in traditional finance,
corporate turnaround and
retail markets along side
business ownership bring a
wealth of experience to
Rematic Finance.

Using a first principles
approach to investing, Adam
brings a unique perspective
and macro ideas to the crypto
space. Adam has found new
opportunities to create wealth
systems harnessing crypto to
affect positive change.

We are actively engaged in the
recruitment of proffesionals
who are both experienced
and can bring unique qualities
to Rematic Finance.
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Pre-Sale &
Launch

Pre-Sale and launch

Investing in the public pre-sale
❑

Rematic Finance will launch
fairly and publicly. No
whitelists, no private sales.

❑

❑
❑
❑

Everyone will have an equal
opportunity.
It is our belief that investors
should be able to engage
without bias.
We have removed the
elements of luck, popularity
and favouritism.

0.5 BnB minimum
5.0 BnB maximum
1 BnB = 400 billion $RFTX
Soft cap 600 BnB
Hard Cap 900 BnB

Vesting Period
30% released on day 1 with
the remaining 70% released at
10% every 12 days.
Investing in the initial coin offering
Once the pre-sale has ended $RFTX
will be launched at a price of 320
billion per 1 BnB
The date of the pre-sale and launch will be announced after the contract is finalized
and audit is complete.

Launching a project requires a balance that is
challenging.
For example some time zones make it difficult to
participate in pre-sales.
With this in mind and to make sure we offer
everyone equal opportunity, we have allocated 50T
tokens for the PLPS.
After launch these tokens will be available to
purchase tax free for anyone that was not able to
take advantage of the presale.
Tokens will be provided at market rate and not
subject to the vesting period.
Conditions will apply*

50 TRILLION
POST LAUNCH
PRE-SALE

